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ABSTRACT
Effects of spatial resolution of LES on particle trajectories
have been studied. The trajectories cal&ated in high resolution
LES were compared with those calculated in tlow field5 filtered
by sharp cutoff filters. The relation between the Stokes number
St and the eddy length scale d was investigated by analyzing
results obtained tiom numerical calculation as well as by a
theoretical approach. 111the present range of St, the theoretical
prediction gives a good agreement with the numerical results
qualitatively.
INTRODUCTION
The pafliclc-turbulence interaction in gas-solid two-phase
tlows has two aspects, that is, the effects of particles on gas
turbulence and the effect ol’ turbulence on particle motion. These
phenomena have bceu studied by many researchers.However our
knowlcdgc is not enough to predict the phenomena
quaititatively. Since early 1990’s, numerical simulations of
two-phase turbulmt Ilows have heen performed by using the
dirL!t simulation tcchniqucs ol‘ turbulent flows (Squirts & Eaton
1990, Elghohashi & Truesdell 1992). Regarding turbulent
chamiel flows. Rousoll & Eaton (1994) performed DNS aud
Waif & Squires (19%) performtsi LES. They showed that
heavy particles rend to disperse uniformly and light particles tend
to I‘orm clusters.
When considering the performance of present super
computers, DNS is not suitable li)r gas-solid chamel flows of
interest hecausc the range of Reynolds nurnher is limited to low
values compared with flows in practice. Thus, we decidedto use
LES. The authors have performed LES of particle-laden
turbulent cha~mcl Ilow (Tanaka et N/. 1997) which contains
large-inertia particles in the same conditions as those of the

experiments by Kulick ef al. (1994) and Fcssler ef al. (19%).
We have pointcvl out the el’fect of inter-particle collision 011the
dispersion of particles is very 1arg.ceven iii a small solid volume
fraction O(lOmJ). When the particle Stokes number which is
defined as the ratio ot’ the particle relaxation time to the
characteristic time ol’ turbulalce is large, the effect oi suh-gridscale (SGS) eddies 011 parlicle motion is negligible. However,
the particle which has a small Stokes number should hc af‘ectcti
hy the SGS eddies. Therefore the effect ol’ spatial resolution 01
LES on the particle motion must he studied when small-inertia
particles are treated.
Iti this paper, the effect ol‘ spatial resolution oCLES 011Ihe
trajectories 01‘ particles was studied. Wang & Squires (19%)
estimated the effect 01‘SGS fluctuation velocity on the motion
of light particles using the transport quation ol‘ SGS kinetic
energy. Howcvcr, models are required in the equation ol‘ SGS
kinetic energy and in the process to transti,rm SGS mergy 10
SGS lluctuation velocity. We cxamincd Ihc et&~ ot small
eddies on the motion ol’ particles hy tiltcring the lluid Ilow lield.
The motions of particles were calculated simultaueously both in
the raw flow field aud in the iiltcrcd flow fields. The raw flow
tield means the one which is directly calculated hy LES with
high resolution grids. In the filtered flow liclds small eddies in
the raw tlow fields are eliminated by applying the sharp attoll
filter to the gas velocity field. More than twenty tiltered lields
were provided by changing the cutot‘t’ wave number. The effecl of
the spatial resolution of LES was studied by comp;uing particle
trajectories in the raw ilow field with those in liltcrcd tlow tiolds.
In &.lition the spatial resolution of LES which can resolve
particle motion was examined.
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LES OF TURBULENT
CHANNEL
FLOW
Figure 1 shows the calculation region. Downward flows
wcrc treat& Periodic boundary
conditions
were
applied
in
the
streamwise and spanwise directions. The Cartesian coordinate
system was used. That is,
.Kor .I, : streamwise direction,
y or .n-,: wall-normal direction,
z or ,43: spanwise dircctioii.
The liltercd equations of continuity and momcutum arc as
follows.

(corresponding to Reynolds number of‘ 27.000 bastul on
centerline velocity and channel width). The Ilow was rcsolvai
using 128’ grid points. The dimensions of calculatioii domain
are 2.2H in the streamwise dir&on,
H in the wall-normal
and 0.74H in the spanwise direction.
The grid spacing
direction
in the streamwise and spauwisc directions was AK+ = 22.5 and
AZ’ = 7.5 in wall coordinates. That in the wall-normal direction
and
ws
between
AJ~‘~l,i~,= 1.96 (nearest the wall)

A.Y+lliaS= 19.6 (at the chamiel center). The time increment
in

;hl, = ()
dh.;
.

(2)

-(.Srn)
Q = -6, J. - uiuj + 2vS, -II’, Li j

P
IT
where II,, p are grid scale velocity and pressure. Sij is strain rate

S, = (1/2)!d”,/J~~

+ ihj/i?xi).

and ~iu’scr’

is

SGS Reynolds stress. III our previous study we have pointed out
that the e&cl of two-way coupling cannot be neglected even in B
solid volume Ii-action O(10-4). However, in the present study we
~‘OCL~S our attention to the effect of spatial resolution of LES on
the motion of particles, so we neglected the effect of particle on
gas-phase llow (one-way coupling) for simplicity. As SGS
model, we applied Smagorinsky model (Deardorff, 1970),
-(.scx)
= 2v
bl' ; 11~

,s(;Ls,y;j- $6, an',cJscts)

(3

\‘,s(;,s= (C,,f;A f
where
Smagorinsky
As =qa:
ald

@&

1

CollStaIlt

f;

is

’
lilter

C,=o.l.

,/1 = l- exp(--y+ /?S), Using these

function,

damping
models,

F,,

SCalC

in

Eq. (2) is

moditied as I‘ollows,
~j =-GiiP-ll;llj

simulations

was

LISL!

At = 8.2 x IO-” [secj ( A/+ = 0.13 ).

(1)

& _ %,
a -“)“i

tensor,

o~tr

+2(V+V,,,s),S~)
(4)

Thcsc cyuations were solved by SMAC method. Spatial
derivatives were approximated by second-or&r accuracy central
linite diffcrcnce 011 staggered grids. Uiliform grids were applied
in the strcamwise and spanwise directions. In the wall-normal
direction, grid points were concentrated in the near-wall region.
Non-linear term and viscous term were treated explicitly, and
pressure term and equation of continuity were treated implicitly.
Second-or&r Adams-Bashforth method was applied for time
marching. Poisson equatiorl lbr pressure was solved using
Fourier scrics expansions in the streamwise and spanwise
directions together with tridiagonal matrix inversion.
The calc~~lations
wcrc
pformed
at Reynolds numbcr hascd
oil
liiction
velocity
and channel width Re, ol’ 1,300

CALCULATION
OF PARTICLE
TRAJECTORIES
The particlc motion L‘ora small rigid sphere in a turbulent
llow field is described by a complicated integrodif‘t~rential
equation (Maxey & Riley, 1983). However, if the density OTthe
particle is substantially larger than the density of the carrier Huid,
the eyuation of particle motion can be simplitied. The q&on
of the translational motion used in the simulations is given by.

where tnp is particle IIEL~~, II,,, . pa-tick
velocity. C,,, drag
coel’iicient, p, gas density, A, projectcti area of particle, C,,. lift
coeflicient due to particle rotation, w,,: particle rotational
velocity, and uRi is gas velocity relative to the particle. The first
term in the RHS of Ey. (5) expresses the drag l‘orce, the second
term, the liti force due to rotational motion, ,f,G, the lift Ibrcc
~LICto velocity gradient and g is acceleration of gravity. The
empirical relation l’or C,, by Schiller & Nauman (1933) was
employed,
,
1+ 0.15 Rc,>“.““‘),
(6)
Cl) =
I’
where Re, is the particle Reynolds number, Rc, = d,, luR I/v

$(

(d,: particle diameter, v: kinematic viscosity of gas).
Concerning the lift coefficient CIH , a l’ormula by Tanaka &
TsL!ji (1991) was used which was deducedfrom the cxpcrimental
data by Maccoll (1928). For the lift tbrcc,f& was cmploycd only
in the wall-normal component with Sattinan’s expression as
follows (196S),

The equation of rotational motion is given by,
(8)

where I is the moment of particle inertia. The RHS ol‘ Ey. (8) is
the viscous
torque
agaiiist
the particle rotation,
which
is
theoretically obtained hy Dennis el (I/. (1980) and Takagi (1977).
CT is the non-dilncllsiollal
coef’ficicnt dctcrmined hy the
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rotational Reynolds number, Re, = rl,,“loR1/4v.
NUMERICAL
PROCEDURE
Initially, 4,800 particles were distributed uniformly in the
calculation region. As the result. the particles were distributed
various phases in the quasi-streamwisc vortex. Fully developed
stale was used as the iuitial condition of gas flow field. Initial
velocity aud rotational velocity of particles were given the same
values as those of the gas at each particle position. For the
calculation of’ particle motion, the gas velocity at the particle
position was given by 3-dimeusioiial polynomial iuterpolation
using values at eight grid-points surrounding the particle.
The gas flow in the raw Ilow field was solved with the high
resolution grid points whose resolution is shown before. At each
time step the gas velocity was liltered by sitting off high wave
uumber components in the wave number space. The motion of
particles which have the same initial auditions were calculated
simultaneously in the raw flow field aud filtered flow fields. We
applied the l-dimensional filtcriug in the streamwise aud
spanwise direction respectively. FFT was not available in the
wall-normal direction ~LICto the non-uniform grids, so that we
did not apply the f’iltcriug in the wall-normal direction.
The particle position in a filtered flow field deviates from
that in the raw Ilow field as the time increases. This deviation I1
in particle position at an instant was used as the measure of the
cf’f&t of the liltering on the particle motion. In channel flows,
statistical propertics are functions of the distance Tom the wall .v,
so averages of I) in each y-position which contains 400 particles
wcrc taken. We used six kinds of particles, the properties of
which are the same as those in the experiments by Kulick el
~/.(1994) aud Fessler et 01. (1994). DNS by Rouson & Eaton
(1994) and LES by Wang & Squires (1996). Table 1 shows the
particle parameters. Stokes relaxation time zJ, shown in Table 1
was estimated by t,, = P,,d,/(18p)
@, : particle deasity, p :
gas viscosily).

Figure

1: Calculation

region

RESULTS
Figures 2-S show the &viation of’ particlc trajectories in the
tiltered fields liiom that in the raw llow tield. The abscissas are
wave length of’cutoff’ filter scale ;1,+(i=.~, z) and the ordinates are
the deviation uonnalizcd hy J-II’ i2 Z’, in which v’ II,? is the gas
--7,>
turbulence intensity and ?‘ is the period of’ simulation. r /I’,- 1
is supposed to be the characteristic length scale which rcprcscuts
the turbulent dispersion. The grid scale corresponds to half ol‘ the
wave length. Figure 2 shows the effect ol‘ the cutoff wave lcnpth
ou the uormalized &viation for the .r-direction lilter at the
channel center (~,,‘=650, yii+ : initial y-position in wall unit),
Figure 3 for the z-direction tiller at the channel center, Figure 4
li)r the .r-dircxtion filter scar the wall (yo+=l lo), Figure 5 Ibr the
z-direction lilter near the wall ia each component. These figures
show that the particle motion is not aft‘ectedby dj+ in the region
of small A,+. This result means that the spatial resolution of’
LES is sufticieut to resolve particle motion. When il,’ bccomcs
larger aud exceed certain value, the deviation iucrcases with
iucrcasiug d,‘. Let Lhc minimum wave lenglti at which Lhc
deviation D cau be neglected be A,,,,,’ (i=.~, z). /1,,,,,’ incrcascs
roughly with inacasiug 3’. From these tigurcs, it is apparent
that the lower the particle Stokes aumber, the larger the ef’fefeclof
small scale eddies on the particlc motion. There are some plots
showing that the magnitude of /I, is not correlated well with 3’
at large wave length. It may be because the time Icngth in which
D is examiucd is small compared with the time scale of the
event of turbulcuce. It can bc SLXXIthat there is some dil‘ferenccs
in the effect of filtering between the near -wall region aid the
chauuel center. The effect of filtering is more signitica~lt in the
near-wall region thau in the channel ccuter.
To see the cfl‘ect of’ lilteriug 011 the gas llow ticld the
distributions of’ (l/2)0:’ a:’ arc shown in Figures 6 and 7. In
these figures the streamwise direction corresponds to the
horizontal direction and the spanwise direction corresponds to the
vertical dir&on.
The sizes of the area shown is 2880 in the
streamwisc direction and 960 in the spanwisc direction in wall
unit. It cau be seen that the small scale fluctuation intcusity is
higher in the near-wall region thau that in the chau~~cl center.
Consequently the cfl’ect 01‘ tilteriug in the near-wall region is
larger thau that in the chaunel ccntcr. This tcndeucy is consistent
with the results in Figures 2-S.
It is difficult to define the critical cutoff wave Icngth ;1,,,,,+
(i=X, z.), because the deviation increases continuously with
increasing A.,‘. Theref‘orc we &lined A,,,,’ as the cutoft wave
length which gives 0.3% deviation. Figures 8 and 9 show dicu,+
versus stokes number for each initial y-position. Thcsc tigurcs
show that the spatial resolution in the z direction sho~~ld bc
higher thaul in the x direction. a,,,,,+ iiicrcascs with increasing Sr’.
The rate of iucrcasing is remarked in the raugc 01‘St’> 1000. and
moderate in the range ot‘ S/‘<lOOO. Here WC make ;I simple

3
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dimensional analysis based on Stokes number. Particle motion
is affected by an eddy during the particle is contained in it. The
time in which the particle is contained in the cvldy is
characterized hy the eddy life time 2, or the eddy crossing time 2,.
The smaller OIIC dominates the phenomena. Whel the particle
response time z,, is smaller than those time scale Z, or z,, the
particle motion is affected by the eddy. In the critical case,
L,
where rr’= p,,d,/(lsp),

(a) or

-rP = 1

(b),
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(9)

7,. = Ipy-u,, , (1, : length scale of the

smallest eddy which cai afl&zt the particle motion,

particle motion is obtained by a simple dimensional analysis
based on the eddy-particle interactive time. The theoretical
prediction agreeswith the present numerical results qualitatively.

111,: mean

particle velocity relative to the ctiy), and z, = 1,:/v. The eddy
life time z, is estimated by assuming that kinetic energy of the
eddy is dissipated by viscosity. Then, we assume that the aitical
cutoB‘
wave
length is given by ;1 = I,, and 6 = r,,g. The
critical cutoff wave length il is expressed by
2
a = ,qzP
(a) or a=&
(10)
(b),
or by a function of St’ in wall unit,
A+ = F(Srt)’
(a) or a+ = @
(h).
(11)
z
In ligures 8 and 9, lines by Ey.(ll) are also shown. These lines
are multiplied by coefticients and ad&z by offsets so as to be
litted with numerical results. This offset wave length is &rived
hy forgiving the 0.3% error in deciding critical cutoff wave
length &,,,,+. It is supposed that a trajectory of fluid particle
(9=0) on the grids corresponding to the offset wave length
tlil‘fcrs in 0.3% l’rom that on the grids which can resolve the
smallest eddy. A!,,,,+ is given by Eq.(lla) in the region of large
3’ (T,.<T,.) and by Ey.(llh) in the region of small St’ (z,>z,),
divi&l 011 the point of intersecting these two lines. Equation
(11) can express qualitative tendencies well.
In our previous simulations (Tanaka et a/. 1907), the grid
resolutions (Ax+=45 and Az+=lS, corresponding
to wave length
of &+=c)O and A,+=30 and S~‘300, 2110) are high enough to
calculate the particle dispersion correctly within error of 0.3% to
the characteristic length scale which rcprcscnt the turbulent
dispersion while r+=lOO.
CONCLUSIONS
To determine the spatial resolution of LES which can
resolve particle motion the effect of spatial resolution 011the
trajectories of particles was studied by using the filtered tlow
t’ields. The principal results are as follows;
(1) The minimum length scale of turbulent eddy affecting
the particle motion incrcascs with increasing particle Stokes
number 9’. The rate of increasing is moderate at 9’ less than
1000 and large at St’ more than 1000.
(2) The correlation hetwccri the particle Stokes ilumber
and the minimum length scale of turbulent eddy affecting the
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lb) filtered

in x-direction

1: Particle

at A,‘= 3 6 0

(c) filtered
in z-direction
at A/=1 20
Figure 6: Filtered
fields,
(1/2)w,+‘o,+‘contour
the channel
center plane (~~‘~650)

Darameters

lb) filtered

at

in x-direction

at A:=

360

(c) filtered
in z-direction
at AZ+=1 2 0
Figure 7: Filtered
fields,
(1/2)w,+‘o,+‘contour
near the wall (y,,+=l 10)
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